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ABSTRACT

The aim of this study was to determine whether a general or specific

context facilitation mechanism should be incorporated into information pro-

cessing models of reading. General facilitation models, such as the logogen

(Morton, 1969) and spreading activation (Collins & Loftus, 1975) models, claim

that a context can facilitate recognition of any word that is related to it.

Specific facilitation models claim that a context will facilitate recognition

of only those words that are highly expected on the basis of the context.

That is, specific models predict facilitation for a subset of ;hose words

for which facilitation is predicted by general models.

Three experimental procedures were used. The first required a lexica?

decision (word or nonword?) about a test item that was sometimes preceded by

a context (a sentence with the final word deleted, e.g., The cup was placed

on the). There were three types of test words: (1) words highly expected

on the basis of the context, such as table for the above example (set E); (2)

words related to the expected words, such as chair (set R): and (3) words

unrelated to the expected words, such as floor (set U). The last two types

oi words were equated for how well they completed the sentence frames. Lexi-

cal decision times for the three word types without context did not differ

significantly. With context, the decision was much faster for the E set than

for the other two. This would be predicted by both types of models. The

more important finding is that with context decision time for the R set was

significantly less than for the U set. This would be predicted by general

models, but not by specific moiels. However, this finding does not eliminate

the possibility that general and specific mechanisms operate in conjunction.
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The other two experimental procedures did not yield any information

that favored either type of model. One experiment used a successive lexi-

cal decision task in which subjects make mnrd/nonmord decisions about tmo

..words. It has previously hren sholJn that recognition nf the second word is

facilitated when it is a word that is often elicited by the first word in a

free association rack (e.g., hot cold). Both general and specific models

-can account for this result. The experiment was designed to determine if

facilitation also occurs when the,first word does not elicit the second, hut

the two are related (e.g., hot - summer). Only genPral models predict facili-

tation for these pairs. The results were inconclusive: The related hut not

associated word pairs did not show n significant amount Of facilitation, hut

they did not show significantly less Parilitation than the associated pairs.

The final experiment used a sentence acceptability iudgment task. Sub-

jects read a sentence frame and decided if a presented ld.fortiled a seman-

tically acceptable completion. The. LInuli of interest consisted of a subset

of the R and U sets used in the first prrlcedure. This task is a sten cloqer

to normal reading than the lexical decision task, since it is necessary to

integrate the meaning of the final word with the rest of the sentence. How-

ever, this means that additional processes are involved in this task. Reaction

times were much longer and variable than those in the lexical decision task

and no significant differences were found between the two kev sets of words.

Overall, the experiments provide some.rvidence for a general facilita-

tion context mechanism hut don't eliminate the possibility that a snecilic

facilitation mechanism is also operatim. To determine whether these results

should influence the construction of models of reading, tentativ r. criteria

are proposed for decidin;: whether an experi",ental effect needs to he accounl(d

for by models of reading.
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CHAPTER 1.

Introduction

The importance cf: the study of reading cannot be denied. The need

for applied re'scarch contrtbuting to the teaching and_learning of reading

is frequently expressed. Tile theoretical importance of the study of

reading was well described by Huey:

To completely analyze what we do when we fead would
almost be the acme of a psychologist's achievements,
for it would he.to describe very many of the most
intricate workings of the human mind (1908, p. 6).

Much of the early research in American psychology focused upon

reading. This is witnessed by Huey's classic book, almost 70 years old,

which discusses many aspects of reading and contains a great deal of

imiprmation of interest to current researchers., Woodworth's 1938 volume,

Experimental Psycholo'gy, contains an excellent chapter On reading that

is also still of interest. With the onset of the hellavioristic domination

of American psychology, empirical work in reading tOok, a sharp decline.

The 1954 version of Experimental Psychology (Woodworth & Schlosberg) did

not haye a chapter on reading. ,In the 1971 version (Kling & Riggs) the

only indexeereferences to reading list pages in chapters on effector

mechanisms in vision and on shape perception. Manyoe the fascinating
,

aspects of reading were totally neglected.

In recent years there has been a recoyery from this neglect and

many studies on various aspects of reading have anneared in the psycho-

logical literature, Much of this work follows an information processing

approach. The information processing approach is often thonOt of in
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terms-of the computer metaphor: Mental processing is described in terms

of a computational sytem that transfcrms an input into an output. In a

model of reading, written text would be the input and an internal r,2pre-

sentation of the meaning or information contained in the text would be the

output. The model itself would attempt to specify the sequence of pro-

cesses inVoIved in transforming the input into the output.

The components of information processing models can be divided into

three sets: processing mechanisms, knowledge bases and temporary storage

buffers. One set contains processing mechanisms which transform inputs

into outputs. 7or example, one type of processing mechanism reCodes the

i%put into its equivalent in another modality:(e.g., converts printed

words-into their spoken equivalents). Another type Of processing mechanism

compares two input elements and outputs a match or mismatch decision.

An information processing model of a complex mental ability such as

reading consists of a series of stages, each of which contains at least

one processing mechanism. The first stage processes or transforms the

input -o the model in some.way. The end result of this processing is the

output of the first stage, which serves as the input to the second stage,

and so on until the final stage, the output of which is the output of

the entire model. The stages are viewed as representing mental processes

that occur in real time. Therefore, information processing models are

often tested via predictions about the relative reaction times to make

various deCisions.

The second set of components consists of knowledgebases. These

contain permanently stored information that must be available for Pro-

cessing to occur. The information must be organized insome way so that

it can be rapidly retrieved. Emples of knowledge base,s uecessary for

6
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eeading inclnde"knowledgeof the letters represented by particular visual

patterns and knowledge of the meanings of individual words.

The remaining set of components consists of temporary storage buffers.

In circler to see the need for this type of component, consider the case

where stage n operates upon individual words one at a time, while the

next stage, n+1, operates upon strings of words. That is, stage n+1

cannot operate until stage n has undergone several sequential operations.

The ouput of stage n mut therefore be stored until enough has c011ected

for the processing that occurs in stage n+1. Therefore, a temporary

storage buffer is necessary. Storage buffers can be found in most in-

formation processing models under.s.dch names as iconic storage, sensory-

information-storage, short-term memory and working memory.

The questions that information processing psycholOgists ask refleet

the types of models they construct. Many studies have investigated

whether a given stage is necessary for a given task; for example, whether

a recoding to speech stage is necessary before a written word can be

understood (Baron, 1973; Kleiman. '975; Meyer, Schvaneveldt, & Ruddy,

1974a;Rubenstein, Lewis, & Rubenstein, 1971). The goal of other studies

has been to explicate the details of particular components that appear

in information processing models. F example, many studies have explored

whether the viFual characteristics of a string of letters are determined

in sequence or in parallel (Smith & Spoehr, 1974, review this Work).

Other :-tudies have considered the form and organization of certain classes

of knowledge. Examples incluile work on the representation of word meanings

in "semantic" memory (Smith, 1976) and attempts to determine whether

knowledge allout spelling patterns is in the forM of productive rules or

7
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memorized units (Baron & Strawson, 1976) Others have'attempted to

determine characterists of the various temporary storage buffers, such as

their sf.:orage capacity and the temporal parameters of the loss of infor-

mation (Klatzky, 1975, Chapters 3, 5, 6).

Information_processing models of reading can.be found in Venezky and

"Calfee (1970), Geller. (1972)J Gough (1972), Kleiman (1975), Massaro (1975)

and elSewhere.
1

All of these models contain similar components. In any

model of reading, processing components,are necessary for perceiving the

written words (visual encoding), retrieving information stored in memory

about individual words (lexical access), determining the syntatic charac-

teristics of sentences (parsing procedures), combining the m2anings of

individual words to form a representation of the meaningiof'ihe sentence

z!.

or some other linguistic unit (coMbinatorial procedures), and combining

what is beirig read with previous knowledge (integrative processes).

Temporary storage buffers are also necessary for sti.ch things as holding
.

theoutputa visual encoding and lexical access, to enable later processing

to ocCur. Various knowledge bases are alse necesrary: The reader uses

knowledge of the orthographic constraints of English (Baron, 1976),

knowledge about the meanings and POssible syntactic Categdries of individual

words, knowledge of the syntax of English, and so'on.

Information processing models of reading lave the potential to charaL-

terize the complex processing involved in reading in cinteresting ways. In

fact, this approach has yielded new insights into some old questions about

reading (cf. Baron, 1976;.Kleiman, 1975). If information processing

1 ,

These models all describe the processes used hy skilled (i.e.,
college level) readers and this is the only population which will he
considered here.
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approach yields more analytic information and avoids soMe of the problems

of other commonly used approaches to studying readitig, such as those based

on factor-analytic techniques (Holmes, 1970), or those which describe

reading-as a single wholistic process (Goodman, 1970; see Smith S Kleiman,

1976,for further discussibn). However, there is at least. crie major pro7

blem with .most available information processing models of reading: They

ii;nore the possibility that the later or higher order processing.stages

may feedback and affect processing at the earlier stages (Rumefhart, 1976):

That is,. most available models are,ent-insly'bot.tom up,P driven by

sensory input, without any sontribution of-"top-down" conceptual organi-

zation processes. There is evidence that ccnatext'can affect processing

at the letter, word, sentence and paragraph leveis (Rumelhart, 1976).

Bottom up models cannot account fer these effects of context.

This dissertationNiil focus upon a limited doMain of context effects:

The effects of previous context on reading individual words'. Most infor-

mation proues.,Ing models do not contain a mechanism w!iich enables the

interpretation of the first few words of a sentence to feedback and affct

reading the later words. There is some evidence that such a mechanism

is_necessary .in a..model .of. reading. The next chapter describes this'evi-.

denee and reviews the available work on how this mechanism might operate.

.Although a vardety of processes have been hypothesized, little is knoWn

aboat how context affects reading individual words. The aim of this

dissertation is to determine some of the characteristics of this context

effect. Chapters 3, 4, and 5 deribe experiments aimed at further

.determining how previous context affects reading individual words. Chapter

6 summarizes the experiments, draws some tentative Conclusions, and dis-

cusses the relevance of this work to models of readiqg

9
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CHAPTER 2

Literature Review

The psycholo'gical literature contains innumerable studies of con-

text-effects. This cimpter contains a,review of this-literature, divided
.

into three sections. The first section briefly summarizes context effects

in several different tasks. The second contains a detailed description

of .the most directly releVent studies, those on the effects of'previous

context on nrocessing individual Words. Models that, can account for these

empirical findings are diScussed in the final section. .

I. Context effects in a variety of tasks

There are many studies which consider how context affects some aspect

of reading other than the processing of individual words. Some of these

have demonstrated that previous context affects the types of,errors made-

in or.q.1 reading, both by yOung children (Weber,.1970) and by adti.ts

reading text transfC'.rmed to make the task more difficult and thereby

increase:the frequency of errors (Kolers, 1970). Also in oral reading,--

Levia.and Kaplan (1970) showed that context affects'the eve-vbi-ce span

(measurcd by suddenly removing the text someone is reading aloud and

measuring how much more of It they,cau report). In a study of si,dent

reading, Marcel (1974) demonstrated tltat Context can increase the func-

tional visut span--the amount of information that .is taken ih during a

./-

single eve fixatiora. He also demonsrated that the better readers show

n larger cont.ext'effct.

There is in ahlwAnni literature comparing t1)e identification of an

indlyidual letter with the identification of a letter within a string of

4100g
rarulom letters, pseudoword (a nonword tlOt follows the ortho-

graphic constraints of English), and within a word '(Reicher, 1969:

1 A
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-
Wheeler-4-' 1970; Baron, & Thurston ;-:Baron, 1976). These studies

have repeatedly demonstrated thajt a letter is more accurately identified
..' -

when presented in the c'onte#'of a word or aseudoword than when pre-

7, 6

sented in the context of a randomt,letter string or when presented alone'.

That is, the context of a word or pseudoword facilitates the identifi-
11,

cation of individual letters. Tliis effect has le:ad to models in which,.

4nits larger than single letters, such as letter groups, syllables and

whole words, play a role in the early visual encodine stage of reading
'

(Estes, 1975; Massaro, 1975; Smith, & Kleiman, 1976). When more is known

abouttheeffectcyfc9fEct,on reading words, a comparison of context

uffects involving individual letters and those involving words may be

fruitful. However the possibility of fundamental differences between

preVious and simultaneous
/
contexts must be kept in mind.

There is al,so a large literature on the effect of context on pro-

cessing spoken woids: For example, Miller and Isard.(1963) found that

the more predictable a word is from cmteXt, the more often it-is'cor-

rectly identified when preSented in noise. Pollack and Pickett.(1964)

found that spoken words identifiable in coittext often are p.ot identifiable

when presented alone. Clearly, context,can facilitate the recognition

of spoken.words.

Context effects have also been demonstr,ated in processing non-.

linguistic materials. For example, Biederman (1975) found when a

bric.,fly presented picture of a real world scene was jwnbled, the accuracy

of identifying a cuee object'was less than when the scene was coherent.

--This effect held even when the subject knew where to 1,pok and 'what to loci

for. Thus, concext can facilitate recognizing a picture of.an object:G:0 In

.;)
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. .

another study uSing ponjinguistc-material.s,,Pomerantz and Sager (1975)-'

_
. .

demonstrated a configUr'ai superiority'effect" with line, segments. They
-.. {

showed that the addition' of'a context Iine can facilitate judgimg the shape
- .

of line segMents same or different They-consider this finding to

analogous to the finding that identifying a lever is easier When it is '

presented within a word then when' presented alone.-

Context effects have been demonstrated in a wide var:iety of taSks,

including oral reading, recognizing riefly exposed letters, identifying

spoken words, and perceiving sceues and'patterns. ,Unfortunately, the

literature contains little more than demobstrations:_ There is Nery little

oof interest dt a theoretical level to account for the results.
2

There has

also heen very little consideration given to thesitilarities and differ

erIcs among various context effects. Apparently little work has been

directed towards determining whether the same.principles. govern context

effeets withftpoken and written language, or with linguistic and nonlin
.1

guistic materipls, or with simultaneously and previously presented contexts.

II. The effects of previous context on process.Ing individual words'

-EmpiriCal studies:of Context effects on reading individual words can

be divided into two,sets according to the experimental technique used.

One tet consists of studies Using brief tachistoscopie exposures of words.

The.data collected in these consists of visual duration threshold's (the .

minimal length of exposure ae which the stimuli can be correCtly reported)

2 'There is interesting theoretical work on the effects of context on
recognizing individual letters. The models that accounE for the empirical
results (e.g., Estes, 1975) postulate units larger than individual letters, .

such as iettergroups, syllables and whole words, are stored in memory.
Clearly one would not want to take an analogous course of-action afld claim
all sentences that show context effects are stored in memory as single units.,

12
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and the erroneous reports of the presented stimuli. In the other set of

.studies,subjects decided whether a string of presented letters forms a

werd lexical decision taskrand reaction times and error rates were

measured.

A. Tachistoscopic' recognition experiments. The earliest study of

context'effects still cited is that of Pillsbury (1897). Ile,presented

subjects with a brief exposure of words with missing letters, substituted

letters, oran x typed over another letter, and studie.; :';10. differences

hetw!en what subjects reported and the presented stimuli. In one con-

dition a contexr consisting of a single word preceded the tachistoscopic

exposure. The finding of interest is that context often acted to conceal

a change 4n a word. For example, a context consisting of the word sky

increased the probability that the presented string eanth would be :eported

as earth.

The first well known relevant study from after the rebirth of c,

tive psychology is that of Tulving and Gold (1963). In their first

experiment they determined the visual duration threshold for nine letter

"target" words, using the method 'of aseending limits. For each target

word a nine word sentence was produced so that the target word occurred

last. Examples include: Three \people were killed in a terrible highway

collision iind The actress.received_praise for being an outstanding performer.

one important variable was the amount of context the subject was given to

read before the trial. Tzlis ran1 from no context to the entire eight

word sentence frame, with intermediate values of the final 1, 2, or 4 words

of Lae sentence frame. Another important variable was whether the context

was conruous or incongruous. Incongrious context wre formed by inter-
. t

1 "
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changing target words, yielding combinations such as: Three people were

killed in a terrible highway performe;r and The actress received praise

for being an outstanding collision.

The resulr,s showed that the congruous context decreased recognition

thre:ihold (i.e., facilitated word-recognition), while .the incongruous

context increased the threshold (i.e., inhibited word recognition), reia

tive to the no context condition. Furthermore, the amount of facili

cation or inhibition increased as the length of the congruous or incon

gruous context increased. However, there are several problems with this

experiment that make the value of these results questionable. The major

problem is the results may be entirely due to the.sibjects guessing, and

therefore not tell us anything about ho,.:, context affects the recognition

of individual words. Tn the instructions Tulving and Gold used, subjects

were encouraged to guess when in doubt about the identity of the target

word. The possibility of A guessing artifact is increased by the fact

that only ten different target words were used and each subject was 7bown

each word in a variety.of contexts. Also, in the procedure used for

eac.7h trial, the exposure duration was gradually increased until the word

L. correctly identified, without ny cousidcrjt ion of the incorrect

reports which riAv have provided evidence whether guessing occurred.

Later studies reviewed below eliminated these problems. However, none of

these studies have attempted to replicate the finding that ineo.aruous

context im-reased recognition threshold.

7.n a r;econd e7,9eriment, Tulving, and f:old elir'.nated the problem of

iects being .:1-1ow11 each t rct i n rlanv different con,. xt

FAch snf,icet providd ono ,,q!1:11 6uration thrshol4i pt.r word.
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The same target words as In ,the previous study were used, but there were

only three context conditions: no context, four word congruous context,

and eight word congruous context. The results shoved that context de-

creased threshold aLd the longer context yieldee a lower threshold than
,

he shorter.

Tu1v1ng anti Gold showed that a-measure of the degree of congruity

between the context and the target word accounts for a very large propor-

tion of the variance in thresholds, much more than is accounted for by

the length of the cbnter.t. This measure of congruity comsis!_s simply

of the proportion of subjects who produced.the target word yen given

the context and asked to produce a final word.
3

That is, the reduction

in threshold is accounted for ay a measure of the number of subjects who

respond with the target wordrwithout receiving any stimulus information

at all. This is consistent with the simple guessing interpretation of

thvir results.

.gorton (1964) provided additional evidence that Tulving and Cold's

(1963) measure of congruity predicts the reduction in visual durption

threshold with context. Each of Morton's target words appears in three

onditions: (I) preceded by a highly congruous conteXt; (2) preceded

by a less congruous context and (3) without any preceding context. Con-

gruity of context for a given word was determined oy the proportion of

subiects who filled in that word as a completion when given the context.

There were no incongruous contxts. The results were clear cut: Visual

duration threshold decreased AS the cornitv of the context increased.

Different stkiects from Cie same colleg,e populatIon were used
in the recognition and production tasks.
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Morton argues that'hig results cannot be.accounted for hy simply

guessing. Each subject was presented with each target word in only one

of the three context conditions, so guessing based on expecting words to

he repeated should not be r. problem. Subjects were asked to report

the word or part of it they saw, and instructed not to guess. Mirton

reports several types of evidence that subjects followed these instruc

tions. For example, at very suort exposure durations the probability of

a correct response was very low (much lower than the probability of
/

guessing the target) and not affected by the degree of congruity with

the context. Furthermore, there were errors that were incongruous with the

context and there were frequent erroneous reports of words of the same

length and with the same initial and final letters as the target. There

fore., subjects certainly were attending to the stimulus.

Since simple guessing seems to be eliminated; Morton concludes that

in the presence 0. ..text fewer visual cues were required for a word

to be identified. The model he proposes to account for this results will

be discussed later.

Mandler and Baumel (1964) tested three hypotheses about

how stimulus and context information combine to determine the threshold

for a target word. One hvootheSis is that the stimulus and context

effocts are independent and therefore additive. This hypothesis can

ho charth7tori:le1 by the following formula:

(I) p
d,c

p
d TY'c

where p
d

is the probability of corroot :-..sponst, At a rfven exposure

16
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duration without any context information, pc is the probability of

correct response for a given context without any stimulus information,

and pd,c is the probability of a correct response given both context

and stimulus information. The seeond hypothesis is that the two sources

are redundant so that: :

(2) Pd,c = Pc 1.1' Pc > Pd

(3) Pd,c Pd if Pd Pc

The third hypothesis is that the two sources of information interact,'

to facilitate recogniton ovr,r and above the value predicted by the

additive and indep2ndent hypothesis characterized in formula (1).

This hypothesis predicts:

(A) Pd,c Pd Pc PdPc

Tulving et al. (1964) used a procedure similar to Tulving and

Gold (1963) to test these hypotheses. They used 18 target wrods, each

of which was the final word of a nine word sentence. Before an expo-

sure of the target word, the subject received either no context, the

entire eight word context, the last two, or the last four words of the,

context. All contexts were congruous with tEe target word exposed.
,

Each target word.,Was presented once at .each exposure duration for each

subject, so the measure of interest is the proportion of subjects cor-

rectly identifying a target word at a given exposure duration and a

given condition.

1 7
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The results support the third hypothesis (formula (4)) , which states

that the two sources of information interact to facilitate recognition.

However, this conclusion depends on using probability of correct re-

cognition as the response measure. Other measures may lead to different

conclusions. For examrle, the use of a logit transformation of the

observed response probabilities (logit p = log where n is the

probability o( a correct response) leads to the conclusion that informa-

tion from the two sources is additive. Therefore whether the two sources

of information are additive or interactive cannot be determined until the

use of et particular response measure can he justified.

B. Lexical decision experiments. Meyer and his associates (Meyer

Schvaneveldt, 1971; Meyer, SchvaneYeldt, & Uuddy, 1972; Schvaneveldt

Meyer, 1973; Meyer, Schvaneveldt, S. Ruddy, 1974) have used reaction

time measure:: and the lexical decision task to study the effects of

context on processing individual words. In these studies the context

consisted of on individual word. In an experiment by Meyer and Schvane-

veldt (1971) subjects saW-two simultaneously presented strings ofletters

(e.g., BREAD - BUTTER, WINE -,PLAME, MART - TRIEF) and had to decide,

whether or nbt both .strings rorned words. The pairs in which both strings

formed words were of two types: Those in which the words were associated

(e.g., BREAD - BUTTER, NORSE- - D)CTOR) mnd those in which the words

were unassociated (e.g., NURSE - BUTTER, BREAD - DOCTOR). The resule

of interest is that reaction time to decide that bGth were words was less

for the as'sociated p:Ars than the ,inassociated pairs. That is, an asso-

ciated word context facilitates the 1...xical The same finding

holds whfn the letter strinr,s are nresented sequentially and just the

18
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reaction time for the second string is considered. Several other studies

have explored this associated context effect further.

Meyer et al. (974) attempted to determine the temporal course

of the associated conteXt effect in lexical decions. They sequentially

presented two strfmgs of letters and required a word or nonword decision

for each. The dttlay betWeen ;he response to the first string and the

onset of the se:ond was either 0, 1500, or 4000 milliseconds. When

both strings 6rmed words, they were either associated or unassociatetl.

The results show an association effect at all thre.e delays, although it

decreased slightly as the delay ipereased. Meyer et al., therefore
t

have demonstrated that this effect both occurs rapidly (at the 0 delay

condition) and lasts a long time, at least when the subject does not

havt2 to attend to anything during the delay.

In another study, Meyer et al. (1974) assumed that at least three

independent stages are involved in making a'lexical decision: stimulus

encoding, lexical-memory retrieval, and response execution. They

attempteeto determine whe.ther the encodiag or retrieval stage is the

locus of the context effect. To do so, the additive stage_logic des-

cribed by Sternberg (1969) was useo. They assumed .that degrading the

stimulus would affect the encoding stage. If the associated context

also affects the encoding stage, the effecAs of stimulus degradation

and centext should interact. If context affects ihe retrieval stage,

-Ai**

the effects of degradation and conteft'should be additive. The results

of their experiment show that stimulus dcgradaion and context_interact-.-

so they concluded that context affects encodic-:. However there are two
. .

weaknesses In their argument.

1 9
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First of all, Meyer tt al., never provided evidence that their

stages are independent...That is, they do vot demonstrate any effect

on the lexical decision task that does not interact with stimulus

degradation. Furthermore, they argue 'that stimulus degradation must

affect an encoding stage, but not substantially affett later processing.

In support Of this they cite evidence that the initial encoding stage

includes a graphemetophoneme transformation.. If further processing

operates upon this transformed information, the effeCt.of degradation

shOuld be specific to the encoding stage... However, the evidence in

support of the grapheme-tophoneme transformation in encoding is v .ry

weak (Meyer & Ruddy, 1973; Kleiman, 1975), and so thr: argumen that

degradation effects are specific to encodimg is not convincing. With

Cxse wqaknesses, this work doc,, not provide strong evidence about the

loi.'us of the context effect.

Meyer et,al. (1972) and Schvaneveldt and Meyer (1973) have used

another-variation of the lexical decision procedure to test three

models that might account for their effect. 0ne is the_spreading

activation model. Their version of this model claims that related

words are stored near one another and that accessing a given memory

location caUses a spread of activationto other nearby locations.

The activation of these locations facilltates the subsequent retrieval.

of information stored there.

Thp second model is a location shifting model. This claims thnt
_

word recop.uition involves a process like retrieviup, informqion from

a magnetic tape. Again it is Assumed that related words are stored near

each nther. The model claims that memory locations are searched serially,

2 0
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that time is required to shift frOm one location to the next, and that

shifting time increase with the distance betWeen loc-tions.

The spreading activation and location shifting odels both claim

that the association effect in the lexical decision task depends upon

processes involved in retrieving information form memory. An alternative

to this is found in the semantic comnarison model, which attributes the

association effect to changes in the subject's response criterion as a

function of semantic similarity of the presented words. Meyer et al

derive this model from one proposed by Schaeffer and Wallace (1970).

Similarity is claimed to induce a bias in favor of positive (.Pird)

responses and a bias against negative (nonword) responses. Since.many

associated words are semantically similar, a bias towards the positive

response would be induced, thereby facilitating that response. This

facilitation would not occur for unassociated word pairs.

In an experiment designed to test these three models (Meyer et al.,

1972), three strings of letters were pi?.asented one at a time and subjects

had to preSs a word or ncnword response button after each string. There

was a 250 millisecond interval between the subject's response toone

string and the app6arance of the next strin-g. Various combinations of

nonwords, associated words and unassociated words were used. Only

those combinations for which differences are predicted by the models

will be reported here.

According-te tht location Shifting model, when associated words are

separated by an unassociated word (e.g., BREAD STAR BUTTER) retrieval

of the lexical information for the V40 associated words will be separated

by retrieval for the unassociated word. Since according to this model

2 1
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the unassociated word is not stored near the others, no facilitation.

would be predicted. The other two modelspredIct there will he facili-

tdtlqn in this situation. The i.esults support this prediction and are

inconsistaht with the location shifting model.

The semantic comparison model predicts that when the first two

strings are associated words, a bias to respond that the final string

forms a word, and against responding 'that it is a nonword, is induced'.

Therefore, this model predicts that it should take longer tn decide that

a string of letters does not form a word when it is preceded by two
/

associated words than when it is preceded by two unassociated words.

This prediction is not supported by the'data. Therefore, the results of

Meyer et al. study support the spreading vctiyation model.

III. Models of the effects of context on reading individual words

Collins and Loftus (1975) present-a spreading activation model

which is consistent with that of Meyer et al. Since they provide a

_ _ _ _

more detailed description of the mode7, Collins and Loftus' model will

be used to represent,the set of spreading activation models. Morton

_________.________

(1969) presents a losogen model which differs in form from the spreading

activation model, but makes identical empirical predictions. Both the

spreading activation and logogen models predict a context will facili-

tate (to varying degrees) the recognition of all words semantically

related to it. The spreading activAtion and logogen models are summarized

below and the raasons they make this prediction are discussed. These two

models are examples of general facilitation models: They predict that

one context can facilitate recognition of a large set of words. An alter-

.native type of model, specific facilitition models'is also discussed.

A 2 2
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According to specific facilitation models, a context can facilitate

recognition of only a small set of words: those words the context leads

- the reader to expect.

General facilitation models and specific facilitrtion models can

both account for the available empirical findings. However, there are

diffeiences between these two types of models that are,empirically

testable. Chanters 3, 4,'and 5 describe experiments aimed at deter-

mining which type of model gives a better account of the effects of

previous context on reading individual words.

In the Collins and Loftus spreading activation model a concept

(which is regarded as a particular_sense of a ward or phrase) is re-

presented by labelled relational links from the concept node to other

nodes which designate the concepts of the properties. For example, the

node representing the con:ept apple is linked to nodes representing the

---Conceptg-fruit, food, round, red, etc.
1

The links have labels designating the types of relationships

between the concepts.'. Several types of links are given special atteri-

tion, such as subordinate and superordinate. However, the label on a

link .can itself be a-concept, so any relationship c...n be designated.

Links also have criteriality markings which indicate how essential.each

link 1..s to the.concept. For example, .the link from apple to fruit

will have a higher criteriality than the link from apple to red. Two

related, concepts will usually have links in both direction (e.g., a

subordinate link .one way, a superordinate link t eother), and the link

in each direction will have its own cri-terialiCy marking. Collins and

Loftus also use a riotion of strength or accessibility of links, hut

refuse to commit themselves as to whether this is equivalent,to the

criteriality of a link.

2 3
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When context.primes or activates a concept, activation spreads

from the concept node a:i.ong the paths of the network,aactivating each

node it reaches. The activation of a node by context makes that riodt

easier to access, so less sensory information will be needed to access

it. The amount of activation that spreads froM one node to another is

inversely proportional to the accessibility or strength'of the link.

between them. Activation is like a signal, from a source that is atten-

uated as it travels outward. The total amount ofactivation that spreads

from one coneept to anOther is also affected by the number of inter-

mediate paths connecting the nodes. For example; Collins and Loftus

-point out that if fire engine is primed by vehicle it,will in turn
Cf

prime truck, bus, ambulance, etc., and each of these will in curn

activate the others.

On the surface, Morton's logogen model seems quite different

from the spreading activAtion model. In his model there is a logogen

for each word. A logogen is a device that accepts both sensory and

contextual information.relevant to the word. In reading, sensory

information is in the form of yisual attributes, context information is

In the fo.,:m of semantic attributes. The logogen registers the number of

relevant attributes that occur, regardless of the source, on some sort

of internal counter." When the counter passes a threshold value, the

word represented by, the log'ogen becomes available; i.e., has been re-

cognized. Context facilitation occurs for a given word when the context

V
ptovides some relevant semantic features, since these would inceement

the counter and Cuerefore less.sensory information would be needed for

----reopitnittonT. -The atibutit'-of-facilitation depends On the number of

2 4
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semantic attributes the word shares with the,context.

21

The logogen and spreading activation models are similar in a basic

way. Consider how each...accounts for the context,effect found 1350-

Schvaneveldt and Meyer (1973). In the-spreading activation model. the node

representing the context wbrd iS activated and activation spreads from

this node to related concept nodes. The activaion of these related

concepts facilitates accessing them. In the logogen model, the counters

of all words sharing semantic fe4cures with the context' word would be

incremented, thereby farilitating recognitinn. Any concepts linked in

Collins and.Loftus' representation would share semantic features in.

Morton's representation, and any concepts sharing semantic features would

be linke4 in Collins and Loftus' representation. Therefore, these two

models make identical predications.in regard to context facilitation.

The situation is more complex when_rhe context is a phrase or sen-

.

tence frame (a sentence missing the final word). It seems that the

-,
meaning of the entire phrase or sentence frame, not just the ndividual

. .,

words in.it, will determine which words get facilitated. ff--facilitation

depended only on individUal words, Tulving and Gold's (1963) and M6rton's

(1964) results should be predicatable by the relationship of the target N

word to individual words in the sentence, and not by how expected the

target word is when given the sentence frame. Of course, these may be

confounded,, but they,do not seem to be, at least in Morton's stimuli.

Since the meaning of the entire phrase or sentence frame determines which

words get facilitated, d complete model of context facilitation would

provide an account of how thtt meanings of individual words get combined
. ,

to form a representation of tne meanings of target= linguistic unftS.

2 5
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However,-no 1l developed accou.nt of thenecessary "combinatorial

Procedures" is available. This is* a crucial problem in models of

context facilitation. This problem will not be solved here, but the

next chapter presents a method'of:circumyenting_it for the purpose of

comparing general-arrd specific facilitation models.

The spreading activation and logogen models both claim context

facilitation is a very general effect. Using the terminology of the

logogen model, some facilitation will occur for every word which shares

one pr more semantic features with the context. A very different type

of modal is a specific facilitation model which claim!, a context can

facilitate recognition oConly a single word or.a.small set of words.

One reasonable specific facilithtion modelyould claim that context to

leads the reader td expect a particular word_and this expectation-alters

how the visual -input is processed. That is,-the reader's first analysis

of the visual pattern would be a check to determine if it represented
.4

the cxpected word.

Specific facilitation models can be consistent with the available

empiriral findings. In the threshold task it is possible'that for any

given trial only one highly expeCted would be facilitated by the context,

but this word would differ across subjects. The proportion of subjects

who give the target word to complete the sentence frame would reflect

V.e proportion of subjects who expect that particular word. As for the

-lexical decision task, after the inital trials subiects might expect

related word pairs. So far, context facilitation has been demonstfated

only for highly associated words. The EsSoci.ited word-pairs were drawn

from word.hpsoclation.norms.such as..Bousfield,._CbhenWhitmarsh, and--

Kincaid (1961)'. These norms were collected by giving subjectS one word:

^
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and asking them to report the first word that comes to mind. It

seems likely that in this free association task the words elicited

by a given word, X, would be the same words subjects Would expect in the

successive lexical. decision tasks when X is the context word. That is,

association norms would reflect the pattern of subjects' expectations.

Therefore, the available data from both the threshold and successive

lexical decision tasks is consistent with the view that only a few

specific words are facilitated.

The experiments to be reported attempt to determine whether general

or s-pecific facilitatfon models give a better account of the Lfects of

context on reading individual words. :1-/ey were designed to provide infor-

mation about the scope of context facilitation. In Experiments I and II,

fto. described in Chapter 3, the time to decide a string of letrers forms a

word was measured when the word was presented alone and when it was

preceded by a sentence frame. The relationship between the word and

the sentence frame was varied. In Experiment III, described in Chapter

4, Meyer's successive lexical decision task was used and the relationship

between the context and target words was varied. In Experiment IV,

described in Chapter 5, reaction time was measured while subjects deter-

mined whether a word forms a semantically acceptable sentence when com-

bined with a previously presented sentence frame context. This task

was designed to test the generality of context facilitation. Since the

final word must be integrated with the sentence frame rather than con-
-

sidered independently of it, the acceptability task better approximates

a normal reading situation than does the lexical derision task.

The specific-general distinction is only one of many possible dis-

2 7
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tinctions among types of context facilitation models. other

possible distinctions include: (1) bottom-up vs top-down models;

(2) active vs passive models: (3) models claiming context facili-

tates viSual.encoding vs models claiming context facilitates the

retrieval of lexical information from memory; (4) conscicus vs

automatic facilitation models; and (5) models claiming .fa!ilitation

is all-or-none vs models claiming there are degrees of facilitation.

The relationship of each of these to the specific-general distinction

will be discUssed below.

A bottom-up model is one which is "entirely driven by the sensory

input" while a top-down model is at least partly "driven by conceptual

organization" (Norman & Bobrow, 1976). The distinction can be easily

conceptualizeA within a sta,:e model. In a bottom-up -model all the

links between stages go in one direction'. Consider, for example, a

processing stage that combines the meanings of individual words to form

a representation of a larger linguistic unit such as a sentence. In a

bottom-up model, this stage simplywaits for all the words to be pro-

cessed by the earlicr stages, such as visual encoding and lexical

access. In a tor-down model there are one or more links that go in

the opposite direction of the ot:lers. These "feedback links" enable

the later stages of processing to affect the earlier.

In a top-down model, processing the initial words of a sentence could

result in n expectation for a particular word, and this expectation could

alter the visual encodin-g stage so that it 'Arst checks Cie visull pattern

to oeternine if it represents the .expe,:ted word. This description makes

it clear that top-down models are perfectly compatible with specific

:nodels. However, they can also be conp.atible with general models. Suppose

2 8
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the expectation is not of a,particular word but of any word containing

a given semantic feature. This expectation could feedback to the lexical

retrieval stage and cause fncilitation for every wor-i that contains the

semantic feacture.

A model with only bottom-up processing cannot be consistent with

either type of context facilitation model at least when the context is

a sentence frame. As discussed previously, it seems that the overall

meaning of the sentence frame, not the individual meanings of the words

within it, determines facilitation. In any model, syntactiC and semantic

information for the individual words would have to be retrieved before

the parsing and 'combinatorial procedures necessary to determine the over-

all meaning of the sentence frame could operate. A sentence frame con-

text can facilitate ta,:ks that require processes that, occur prior to the

parsing and combinatorial processes: The threshold and lexical,decision

tasks require retrieving information about individual words, but not

parsing and combinatorial procer'ures. -Therefore, information from the

later parsing and combinatorial processes must feedback to affect an

earlier process, such as visual encoding or lexical access. By dQfini-

tion, bottom-up models do not contain such feedback links.

Active and passive models do not seem to have standard definitions

in the literature. As used here, active facilitation models claim

context results in qualitative changes in one or more processes. In

passive facilitation Aodels, there are only changes in the amount'of

processing necesSary. For exaNple, consider a visual encoding stage,

such as Oiltdescribed by Smith and Spoehr (1974), which extracts visual

features from the input and Antorprets them in terms of letter categories.

2 9
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According to active models, a context could lead to specific expectations

that would direct the encoding process; the context could result in

the Input being actively searched for certain visual features. According

,to passive models, context cannot direct encoding; the order in which

visuil features'are extracted cannot be-altered by context. However,

contet could facilitate reCogniticin by reducing the number of features

necessary to inierpret the input as a certain letter.

The general models discussed so far are passive. The amount of

information necessary for retrieval is changed, but the'type of infor-

mation is not. That is, fewer visual features are necessary, but there

are no changes in how these visual features are determined. It would

be possible to make a more specific passive model by simply limiting

the numher of counters a single context could increment (or the number

of nodes atkvated), or by requiring many common semantic features bet-

ween context and the word before facilitation occurs, or by placing

constraints on the-types of semantic feature,s which will result in

facilitation. There is currently no justific'ation for any of these

revisions. Therefore, general models are most compatiAe with passive

'models,-while specific models are most compatible with active models.

Another possible distinction is between models claiming corttext

facilitates visual encoding and models claiming context,facilitates

4
retrieyl from memory. ;The general models discussed so far place

facilitation effects at the retrieval process. The specific model

described previously places facilitation effects at visual encoding.

ifowever, neither of these is-necessarily the case. Models in which

4
The discussion of this distinction requires the assumption that

visual encoding and lexical retrieval arc independent stages.
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specific expectations affect the retrieval stage vre clearly possible.

For example, a context could be limited tb incrementing the counters

of only the one or two logogens with which it shares the most semantic

features (yielding a specific model at the retrieval stage). A

general model at the visual encoding stage is also possibl . Recent

models that account for the letter within a word'effects have postulated

word units available at the visual encoding stage (cf., Smith,E, Kleiman,

1976). Context could make word units related to it more readily avail-
-

able. This would yield a general passive model at the visual encoding

stage.

Posner and Snyder (1975a,b) have recently explored the distinction

between automatic and conscious'processing. They propose three cri-

teria for automatic processing: It occurs without conscious awareness, ,

it occurs without intention, and it does not produce interference with

on-going mental activity. They operationalize the third criterion in

terms of a cost-benefit: analysis. By their analysis, if context facili-
.

tation is autoratic, an associated context should facilitate recognition

of a word,'while an unassociated should not hinderrecognition. If

facilitation is conscious (i.e., not autqmatic) an associated context

should again facilitate recognition, but an unassociated context should,

be a hindrance (relative to a no-context condition).

In the general models discussed so far, there is no mechanism by

which an unassociated context could hinder recognition.. SuCh.a recKanism

could be added (Smith & Spoehr, 1974), but as they stand now, the

logogen and spreading activation models seem to fit Posner and Snyder's

31
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criteria of automatic processing. The specific model probably would

not fit the xriteria. In line with Bruner's (1957) theory of perceptual

readiness an expectation for a specific. stimuli should impede recognizing

'any other stimuli.

The'final distinction to be discussed is between models claiming

one-context -can- fac-i-l-ttate---the-recogifirion-ofdifferent words to various

degrees and models claiming facilitation is all or none. Both general

and specific models can be consistent with the former type. -Jn general

models the uumber_of common semantic features determines 'the amount of
.

facilitation. Specific models could have an ordered list of expecta-,

tion, so that the Most eXpected word will be highly facilitated, the-

next most expected word slightly less facilitated, and so on.

Specific models can -ilsa be compatible with all-or-none models.

Facilitation would si.mply be liMited to a single most expected word, or
.

several words which are equally facilitated. The revision necessary

to make all-or-none general models is,not quite as simple. There would

need to be some critical number of semantic features. If the context

and word share more than the criterial number of features, facilitation

would occur. However, the number of shared features above the criterion

wo6ld not affect facilitation.
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CHAPTER 3

Egperiments I and II

Both specific and general model's predict a bontext will facilitate

recognitidn of a highly expected word. For'example, the context He hit

the nail with a should facilitate recognition of the word hammer. In a

specific mael thi- aciritation would occur because ale context leads

the reader to expect the word hammer, and-this expectation leads to ana-

lyzing the visual pattern to see if it is this particular word. There-

fore, specific models predict expected words will be the only ones for

which recognition will be facilitated: It is possible that facilita-

tion could occur for more than one word. For example, the context He paid

the man twenty might lead the reader to expect either dollars or cents, and

facilitation might occur for both.

In the experiments reported here, expected wordsyere determined by

having subjects complete the contexts. The words produced were assumed

to be the same words subjects expected when given the context. The sen7

tence frames were chosen mthat each had only one highly expected word.

Specific models would,pred,ict facilitation for these particular words only.

General models also-predict.facilitation-for-expected words because

the context provides manyeaf the semantic features of that word. In

addition, general models predict facilitation for many other words; the

facilitated set will include any word that shares semantic features with-

the context.

Experiments I-and ii tested whether facilitation occurs for highly

expected words, as is predicted by both types of models, and whether faci-
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litation occurs for words that are.not expected but which shar semantic

features with the context, as only the general models would predict.

Experiment II waS a replication of Experiment I designed to collect more

data overall and more of the key data within rather than between suipjects.

In-both experiments, reaction time was measured while subjects determined

whether a string of visually presented letters formed a word. The string

of letters was either presented without any context or preceded by a

sentence frame. Zech word appeared in bbth conditions and the mea5;.ire of

intereit was the dif'ference between reaction time with and reaction time

without preceding,context.

There were three types of words, with type being defined by the re-

lationship of the word to the sentence frame (examples are showri in Table

1 and all the stimuli for Experiment I are listed-in Appendix A). One

set consisted,of words highly expected on the basis of the context, such

as hammer in the above example. This will: be referred to as the E fo

expected) set. It is assumed that (in the logogen model) the E word shares

more semantic features with the context than any other word, or (in the

spreading activation model) the E word is more activated by the col,text

than any other word. Both general and specific models preCct facilitation

for the E set.

The models differ in predicting wiiether facilitation will occur for

words which share semantic features with the context, but qre not words

one would .expect to complete the context. The E words share many semantic

features with the context. Therefore, words which share semantic features

with the E words should, on the average, share more semantic features with

the context than words that,do not share features with the E wortis. In

3 4



The cup was placed on the'

table (highly expected = E)

chair (related to expected word = R)

floor (unrelated to expected word

The king of the beasts is the

lion (E)

roar (R)

work(U)

The threw a rock at the house and broke a

window (E)

door (R)

dish (U)

He needs a new pair of laces for his

starn (Pw)

The invisible man is impossible to

derove (Pw)

Table : Sample StiMuli for Experiment I

-^
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order to set up the experiments, a set of vords which.share semantic

features with the E words was needed. Ideally, semantic feature analyses

for many words would, be available and this se: could be easily selected.

Unfortunately, this is not the case. However, it seems safe to assume

tha,t related words, such as hammer and wrench share more semantic fea

tures than unrelated words, such as hammer arid book. Therefore, one

of the sets consisted of words related to the E words. Relatedness was

determined by using a raring scale which is described below. This will

be referred to as the R (for related) set.
5

0

The third set of word stimuli consisted of words not related to the

expected words, such as book_for the He hit the nail with a ccintext.

These are assumed to share fewer semantic features with the context than

the R wOrds share with the context. This will be referred to as the U

(for unrelated) set%

The final set,of stimuli consisted of pseudowords: Nonwords that

follow the orthographic patterns of English words, and are therefore

pronounceable (see examples of Pw set-in Table 1). This set was necessary

for the experimental task, but not involved in.any of the empirical pre

dictions that differentiate specific and general modeis.

The highly expected words were determined by having 26 subjects6 com

plete each sentence frame with a single word. Only sentences with one

frequent coMpletion Wtre used. At least 11 of the 26 subjects completed

5
According to the spreaaing activations model, whenever a word is

activated some activation will spread tc all related words. Therefore
an R word will not only be activated by the context, but also by the E
word.

c6
In all experiments to 136 reported, all subjects were Stanford

Uni'Versity students, participating for course credit or for $2.00-
per session.
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each sentence with the appropriate E word and no other word was given by

more than five subjects. For the'42 sentence frames in Experiment I,

.78 of the completions consisted of the aOpropriate E words and only .007

of the completions consisted Of the R or U words.

The relatedness of the R and E words, 'and tbe lack of relatedness of

the U and E wordg, was checked by having 22 subjects rate the relatedness

of the word pairs on a 1 to 5 scale, where 1 signified "not at all re-
.

o

lated," 3 signified "somewhat related" and 5 "verY related." The mean

relatedness rating for the E-R pairs was 4.1 (s.d. =-.54). The mean rating

for the E-U pairs was 1.9 (s.d.. .54).

The R arid U sets were controlled in.two other ways. its can be seen

in the examples in Table 1% sometimes the final word cdinpleted the sen-

tence frame in an acceptable way (e.g., The cup was placed on the chair)

and sometimes it did not (e.g., The king of the beasts is the roar).

The R and U sets of words were equated on how well they completed the

sentences. This was done by having 22 subjects rate how well each word

completes its sentence frame, u.sing a 1 to 5 scale where 1 signifies the

word doesn't fit the sentence f.rame at all and 5) siRnifies the word fits

the frame very 'welL- The-mean-sentence completion rating-for-the-R words

was 2.5 (s.d. = 1.0). The mean rating of the U words was 2,6 (s.d. = 1.1).

The R and U sets were also approximately equated for frequency. The

antilog of the means of the iogs of the Kucera.and Francis (1967) frequency

counts was 42 for the R words and 55 for the words.

Experiment'

Procedure and desig.n. Each of the .12 subjects received two,blocks of

trials, one with and one_w4hout preceding context. In the trialg without

- 3 7
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context the.subject pressed an onset button and One-half second' later a;

string of letters appeared to,the right of a fixation poipt. Subjects

decided whether or not the letters, in the rder in which they were

written, formed i word. They signalled theirresponse by pressing the

appropriate response Uutton, and-were instructed to to so aS,rapi'dly as

possible. For the context trials, subjects pressed an onset button and

the sentence frame appeared in the top half of the viewing field.,. The

subjects read the context at their own rate and.then pressed the onset

button again. The sentence frame disappeared immediately-and after a one-

half second delay, the strinr of letters.appeared in.the hottom.haff of

the viewing field.
7 Subjects then made a word or nonword response as

rapidly as possible., To insure" that they were reading the context, on

randomly selecte&trials, after making the word or nonw,rd response, stib-

jects. were asked to report the context.

There were 42 sentence frames, each with three different types of

final words, yielding 126 words.. Data was collected for each word both

,with and without context. These stimuli were divided into three sets,

each consisting of one'block with contet and one without. Every sen-

tence fram:e-aPpered-O6Cd.ih-dach-Setith'one-Of-the-three-posSible

final words. One of the other two final words for each frame appeared in

the without context. block. There were 14 of each type of word in each

block: Each subject received both bloc;.:s.of one of these sets. Therefore,

three subjects'were necessarY to provide one complete set of data, con-

7.The first 1oz:ter-of the striv always appeared in the sare nosition
of the viewing field, but this positicn was nct marke2 by*a pcint

in the *Experiment. I context trials. Me lack of a fixatien p')int was re-

medied in Experirent II.

3 8
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sisting of one observation for each word with and one without context.

The complete stimuli set contained 72 pseudowords and-36 additional

sentence frames. Each subject saw all .the pseudowords, half with pre-

ceding context and half Without. The pseudowords-were filler items to

keep the subjects decision criterion reasonable. They do not provide any

useful information and will not be considered in the analysis.

Each Subject received two blocks of trials, each block consisting of

42 words (14 of each type) and 35 pseudowords. In one of thes-e -blocks-

each tri-ai was preceded by the sentence frame context. Each block was

preceded by practice trials of the same type. .14,1thin each block, there

were two sub-blocks-of 21 words (7 of each type) and 18 pseudowords.

The order of the with and without context blocks and the"order of the

sub-blocks within these was counterbalanced across subjects. The stimuli -

were randomly ordered within each sub-block.

Results. Table 2 lists the mean reaction times and proportion of-
,

errors for each word type with and without contex.t. 8
Comparing the con-7

text and no context conditionS shows a very'unexpectedfinding: For

all word types, including the E set, the decision took longer with context

.than withoutr ,FuTther_work has...shown tbi,s_stTange,gffec.t disappears,wit.h._

mitior changes in piocedure .These changes are having a fixation point

before the string of letters appears in the context condition (there waS

already a fixation point in the no context condition) and sli:!,htly in-

creasing the delay between when the subject signalg finiShing reading the

context and when the string of -letters appears.

8
A11- means given in tables "and the text are the means of the sub-

jects' means. Reaction times from error trials and those more than
three.standard deviations from the subject's mean for a given treatment
were excluded from the data analyses.

3 9
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with context 587(.01) 698(.05) 725(.06)

without context 579(.03) 590(.02) 582(.03)

Table 2: Mean Reaction Times (and Error

Proportions) for Experiment I

4 0'
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The predictions of interest were tested by comparing the differences

in reaction times with and without context for the E, R, and P sets of

words. There are significant differences: The word type by context con-
,

dition interaction is significant, min F'(2,52)=7.81, p<.01. 9
In the no

context condition the three mean reaction times were 579 (E set), 590 (R),

and 582 (U). These do not differ significantly, min F'(2,76)*1.35.

Therefore, the reaction times for the no context condition will be con-

sidered equal for all word types and the mean reaction times for the

three word types with context can be Compared. These times are 587 (E),

698 (R), and 725 (U). These differ significcently, min F'(2,68)*17.63,-

p<.01. OrthogOnal contrasts show the E set diLfers from the other two,

min F'(1,67)=34.97, p<.01. Although the results are in the direction

predicted by the general models, the R and U sets do not differ signifi-

, ro
camtly, min F <1. The error rates do not show any significant differences.

The results demonstrate that this experimental procedure will show

facilitation effects for wbrU highly expected on the basis of the ontxt.

The statistically significalit results provide evidence only for very speci- .

9
Since different sets of subjects received different itemrz, iter

means were corrected for subject differences in overall reaction time.
This was done by suhtracting the subject's overall mea-i reaction time
from each individual reaction time. This correction was used in calcu-
lating F2(F by items), but not Fl(F by subjects). The same correction
was used in Experiments III and TV. It was not necessary in Experiment
II since- A full set or (tata was collected from each subject.

10
The predictions of interest were about the differences betwcen

context and no context trials for the three word types. This difference
could be affected by differences in the no context condition, even though
these differences are not significant. However, the same pattern of
results holds when the analysis considers context by no context inter-
actions: The E set differs significantly from the other two, F'

(1,51)=14.87, p<.01, while the R and U sets do not differ significantly,
min f'<1.

4 1
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fie facilitation. However, the R - difference is in the direction pre-_ _

dieted by the general models. The possibility that there may he a real

difference between these two sets is explored further in the next experi-

ment.

Experiment tl

Experiment Il was a replication of Experiment I designed to collect

more data overall and a full set of Odta from every subject. This allows

several comparisons to be made for whi01 sufficient data was not avail-

able in Experiment I. It also enables .a morc:, powerful test for differences

between the R and U sets.:

The subjects' tasks were exactly the same as in Experiment I. Again

there were three types of word stimuli: Words highly expected on the basis

of the context (set E), words related to the highly extected word (set R),

'and words unrelated to the highly expected word (U). The 42 contexts

and words for the R and U sets were identical to Experiment I. Forty-two

446

new context were generatedvTeach with one highly expected final word.

These provided a new set of E stimuli, which are given in Appendix R.

Therefore, comparisons of the R and U sets involve identical contexts,

but comparisons of these f.ots with the E set involve different contexts.

Additions weZe made to the pseudoword set so there were 96 pseudowords and

48 sentence frames.

Each of the 12 subjects participated in two sessions, about one week

apart. This allowed a full set of data forlO obF,ervation for each ...ord with

and one without context) to be collected from every stOliect witlloot re-

peating any words or contexts in the sane 4'ession. iich subject recei'..ed

one block of trials with context and one without context in e 711 session.

0.
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Half of the words in each set, and half the pseudowords, appeared in

the context condition. These were arranged so that no word or context

was repeated in the same session. Each block was divided into two sub-

blocks, each containing 21 words (7 af each type) and 16 trials.

The order of context and no context blocks, and the order of the

blocks, was counterbalanced across subjects, as were the sessions in whi,.n

each word appeared with and without context. The stimuli with17 ear:h

block were randomly ordered.

There were two minor changes In procedure from Experiment I.

affected the interval between the subject's finishing reang

text and the appearance of the string of letters. 'Thi,.;

increased slightly to 600 nsecs and a fixation point aPpelr,

interval to indicat where the string of letters was

ResultS. Reaction times were faster in the second sssi,n

first, pin F'(1,25).,13.56, p<.01. However, the effects f iht,t,rs1

..the same in both sessiont.: The magnitude of the context effe:! f)r

word type did not differ between sessions, in F'-1. 7heref-:re

fr.= both sessions were pooled for the following an:ses. :he

reaction times and proportion of errors for each w:.rd type with .1n-!.

context are shown in Table 1.

Context differentially affected the three wc,r:f 5ets: ,

word type interaction was significant, 7.in 1"(2,:!6).5.1.

differences among the word-types in e ',;re

-in 1"(2,119)1.,=.3. :he "fiifferences In :ne

F'(2,89)=58.88, ne.01. In :his

the E set (44:. msec) was siznifiant17:

.4 3
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with context

40

U.

444(0) 533(42) 555(.04)

without context 539(.03) 524(.03) .521(.01)

Table 3: Mean Reaction Times (and Error

Proportions) for Experiment II

4 4
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(1.88)=113.36, p,.01. As in the pre...iou experiment, r,,action f-er

the R set (533) was less than the 17 set (555), and in this rase t?.;..

ference was significant. min F'(l,84)=4.42, 2,.05.
11

The err,r rate; ,

f:o not illow,any si ifferences. 7horefore,

se.em-to be occurrin For the words related to the exper.tea worris, as

predicted by the general facilitation models. The amount of the

tation is meager when compared to the E set, hut .there is a re:la'lle d:f-

ft:rence.

Experiment,1I provides sufficient data ts perf.srm se7era:

t:alt would not be reasonable with the data frsm Eznoriment 7-

f)llowing analysis, the P and U Tets each int% .

a.:cordin: r.:) the ratings of how well each worS csmpletes

frame. The mean reastion tinesand'err:r rates :on:ex: are

71ble 4, divide:: -into i, edi.in. ;.,igh 'sentch7e

;la words'in each cell). Ihere was a sficant sent.,ah:=4

effect: Reaction times were faster fsr t..e more hi4hly r"ater.

12
min F'(2,60)=3.»9, pe.G5. The sentenle efiast was

both word types: The word type y Lien:en-7:e incera7:::n

wis not significant, min 1.".-1. Therefre, the := -

even when the words do not complete the sentense frames in a
.

.ne s17e nf

no 'conte..-: intera:ti-ns: 7:e set 4iff,e1 .

t"e ot'-er two, m:n r'(:,=-)=1i5.2:.

:2
There ....ere no differen:es n

zann.ti-ns flr the WC!rii :71' !

sentene coti,-:n ratings. These -eans ranz,-, a--

4 5
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Low Medium High

R 555(..04) 524(.03) 520(.01)
--

U 582(.08) 550(.04) 542(.02)

Table 4: Mean Reaciion Times (and Error

Proportioni) for R and U words, Divided into

Low, Medium and High Sentence Completion Ratings Sets
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There are at least two possible accounts of the sentence completion

effect. One is a response interference explanation. Some -subjects re-

ported they were always,aware of whether the word completed the sentence,
-4

although this was irrelevant to the task. Suppose information about how

well the word completes the sentence becomes available very soon after

the information necessary to determine wordness: A "negative" sentence

completion judgment (i.e., determining the word does not complete the

sentence frame) might interfere with making a "pOsitive" (i.e., word)
9

response. However, Experiment IV provides some evidence against this

explanation. In that experiment, subjects made a sentence acceptability

decision. The,stimuli were a subset of the R and U stimuli used in Ex-_

periment II. Reaction times for the acceptability decision were almost

twice as long as reaction times for the lexical decision. This suggests

that the informa'tion about how well the word completes the sentence would

not be available soon enough after the wordness information to interfere

with the response.

The second possible explanation is that the sentence completion

.ratinga reflec: how many semantic features the word shares with the con-

text. Therefore recognition of the words that xeceive high sentence comple-

tionratings should be facilitated, as compared to recognition of the words

that received low sentence completion ratings. This explanation seems to

be the most reasonable. It is consistent with general facilitation

models but could not be incorporated into models with only specific faci-

litation.

It is often assumed that basically the same processing occ,drs in

4 7
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reading a word with and without context. , However, some, such as Goodman

(1969) dispute this assumption.j If contexi does not change any aspect of

processing individual words, any effect found in tasks where words are

presented wichout context shoula also be found in tasks with words in con-
'

text. A word frequency effect is generally found in lexical decision tasks

(Fredrickson & Kroll, 1976): The more common the word the faster the

decision. Using the corrected item means (see footnote"9) for all 126

E, R, and U words in Experiment II, the correlation of RT in the no con-_

text condition and log word frequency (Kucera & Francis, 1967) is -.526.

The correlation between reaCtion.times and the context condition and log

word frequency is -.187. The difference between these two correlations

is significant, z=2.51, p<.05. Looking at the correlation of the E, R, ,

and U sets individually, the correlation of log word frequency and reac-_

tion time without context is always larger than the correlation of log
-

word frequency and reaction time with context. However, thegdifferences

are not significane for the individual sets, z=.99, z=1.47, and z=1.63

'for the E, R, and U sets', respectively.

The attenuation of the word frequency effect in all word sets when

context ii added is not accounted,for by efther the general or specific

models that have been.considered. In the logogen model,-contet provides

semantic features trhat increment the counters of words containing these

features. These logogens thereby need less stimulus information to pass

threshold.. In this model, word frequency effects are accounted for by

assuming that before any contextual or stimulus infOrmatipn is presented,

high frequency words arc closer to threshold than low frequency words. It

4 8
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is possible that when the context provides some semantic features, t e

increase in the counter is large enough to override the differences due

-to word frequency. This would account for theE and possibly the R sets.

However, a decrease in the word frequency effect in the context condition

woul&not be expected for thejl set.

Models which Claim context results in sPecific expectations might

predict the word frequency effect will vanish for.the E set. However,

in the specific expectation model outlined so far, it seems most reason-

'able that once it was determined the expected word did not occur, pro-

cessing would be likejt is without context. This would predict an

equivalent word frequency effect in the context and no context condition

for the R and U,sets.

The attenuation of the word frequency effect in the-context condi-
.

tion for the U set cannot be accounted for by any of the available models.

This effect is intuitively surprising and eems to warrant replication

before causing revisions in the models that can account for all the other

results.
I)

One final analyses is of interest. ThP associated word pairs used

by Meyer and his colleagues were derived from vord association norms. There

may be crucial differences between Aising association norms and rated re-
.

latedness to determine the word pairs. For example, association norms

might be a better predictor of the spread of activation. In what follows,

related word_pairs are pairs of words that subjects rate as highly re-

lated, Associated word pairs are those in which the first word often

elicits the second in a free association task. All highly associated words

4 9
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are also related, but.not all highly related pairs are associated.

Examples of related but not associated pairs include bath-towel, hammer-

wrench, hand-glove, night-dream, sky-moon and hot-summer

To enable a test of whether association strength predicts facilita-

tion, association norms for the E words were collected from 3461aubjects.

For the 42 E words, the proportion of subjects who responded yith the R

word ranged from 0 to .67, with a mean of .14. The words in th44( set

were never given. That is, the R words were always highly related to the

E words but their associative v.alue varied. The U words were neither reL----

lated'nor-associated to the E words. Since the R set contains a range of

association values to the relevant E words, it is of interest to determine

whether association predicts the size of the facilitation effect within the

R set. This set was therefore partitioned into'low (never given as an

associate to the relevant E word), medium (given as an associated by some,

but less than 17% of the subjects) and high (given by more than 17% of

the subjects) associationovalues. Each set contained 14 words. The dif-
c

ferences between the context and no context conditions were 6, 7, apd 15

msec, for the low, pedium and high sets, respectively. These do not dif-

fer significantly. It appears that association norms do not predict the

context effect within the R set. The next experiment further explores

whetherassociation strength Or relatedness better predicts context facili-

tation.

50
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CHAPTER-4

Experiment III

Meyer and Schvaneveldt (1971) have demonstrated context facilita-

tion in the successive lexical decision task. In this task, subjects
4

are shown one string of letters (the contekt), make a word or ord

decision, and then are shown another string of le4ers (the -t get) and

make a second decision. Meyer and Schvaneveldt have shown that when both

strings form words, the decision for the target woyd is facilitated (i.e.,

reaction time is reduced) when it is highly aasocieted with the context

word. It is-important to note that'Meyer and Schvarteveldt's word pairl were

taken from association norms. Production tasks like that used to co1leee
$.

free association norms seem likely to reflect subj ect's expectations: Those

words subjects Ooduce when given a context (either a single word er a

sentence frame) should coincide with those words subjects wiL -t when

given the context. Since associAted words are in some way similar in

meaning (Clark, 1970), associated word --qrs have some semantic features in

common. Therefore, both general Ad spc- ic models predict facilitation

when the target and context words are associated, and M er and Schvane-

modeveldt's results are consistent with either type of . However, the

models differ in predictions about word pairs that are related but not

associated: General models predict facilitation and specific models do

not. Experiment III tested whether facilitation will occur in the succes-

sive lexical decision task when related but not associated word pairs are

presented.

Design. The stimuli of this experiment were presented intermingled
4
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P

with those of another experiment which will not be reported here. The

type of 'stimuli, procedure, and tasks were identical for both experime

and subjects were not aware they were'participating in two experiments.

Overall, each of the 30 subjects received 210 trials (plus 20 practice

trials). Each subject a different random order.
.11

Two strings

of letters were presenif-d on each trial and two decisions were required..

Eighty-four of the trials consisted of word-word pairs, with about,half of

these being related pairs. There were 42 word-pseudoword, 42 pseudoword-

word and 42 pseudoword-pseudoword trials. The pseudowords were .simflat.

to those usea in Experiments-I and II. The trials containing pseudowords

were included to keep subjects' crieeria reasonable. No predictions were

made about these tt:ials and-no analysis of the data will be rePorted.

There were fotir sets of word pairs of critical concerti for testing

the predictions of the general and specific facilitation models. The

related-only set consisted of context and target words that were high4

related but not assAiated.- The-related-and-associated set con§iseed-oT--

words that were both highly related and highly associated. The'other two

sets were the relevant controls. One consisted of the target words from

the related-only set preceded by unrelated context words, the other con-
,-

sisted of-the target words from the related-and-associated set prece'ded by

unrelated context wotds.

The total stimuli set contained 24 related:only pairs and 24 related-

and-associated pairs. These arc listed in Appendix C, along witlt the tin-

related context words from the control sets. Each subject received alf of

13
Due

order.
to a programming error, four subjects received the same random

5 2
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the target words from each set, arranged so that no subject received the

14. 14

same word twice. Therefore, for each target word, the 30 subjects yielded

15 observations with a related context and 15 with an unrelated context.

Facilitation is said to occur when decision time was faster for a word

when it was paired with its related context than when it was paired with

its unrelated context.

All the related pairs h d relatedness ratings greater than 3.5., on

the five point scale 'described in Chafter 3. The mean relatedness rating

was 4.1 for the related-only pairs and 4.2 for the related-and-associated

pairs: In the free association task, the relate6-only context words

elicited the relevant target words 2% of the trials (the maximum for any

given pair was..6%): The related-and-associated context words elicited the

relevant target words on 37% of the trials (the minimum for any given

pair was 17%). Most of the association values were obtained from the

Connecticut word association norms (Bilodeau & Howell, 1966). For the

yords -that d id- -not-appear there o f--the 48--
0

ne cessa ry )assoc iation-norms-

were collected from 30 subjects from the same population as those used in

""\

the experiment.

The experiment was 'computer run on a NOVA-1 1082 based system. Stimuli

were presented on a Tetronix terminal, in uppercase letters: Before each

trial, an asterisk appeared in the center of the screen. The.subject

pressed an onset button and 350 msecs later the first string of letters

.appeared, centered on the screen. The subject decided whether or not the

string of letters formed a word and pressed either the word or nonword-
.

response button. The second string appeared 300 msec after the response

and the subject made a second response using the same buttons. Instruc-
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tions stressed both speed and accuracy.

,

Results. The results do not provide clear,Cut suppnrt for either
\

. .

-general or specific models. Ths respanss wenesignificantly faster for

wdrds preceded by related-and-associated.words than for the same words

prededed by unrelated words (514 vs 544 msecs), min C(I,44)=6.,94,

p< 95. The: rcsporsas were also faseer for words p.receded by related-rinly-.

words than for the releVant controlS (547 vs 561 msec), but th'iS

ence was not significant.,mip f!.(1,50)=1,85, F1(l,29)1=4.12; T2(l,2))=

3.35, all n.s. HoweVer, the size of the facilitation effect for the

related-and-aSsociated set.was not significantly greater than the size-

of the facifitation effect for the related-only set, min This,

pattern of results does not provide evidencefor or against either general

or specific models.

0.
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CHAPTER 5

Experiment IV

A crucial weakness of information processing models of reading 3Cks that

the evidence cited in support of them is generally from tasks very u-ilike

normal reading. Unfortunately, with the exception of what can be obcained

from studying eye moveMents, it seems impossible to obtain much analytic

information from subjects who are simply reading normally. The most rea-

sonable course of action therefore 1.8 to obwin evidence from a variety

of tasks, each of which resembles normal reading in some way. This chap-

ter described an attempt to replicate some of the findings of Experiment.

II with a task that'better approximates normal reading. The experiment

was small in scope since it was an initial attempt to determine whether

the task might yield useful information.

A sentence acceptability task was used. As in Experiment II, the

subject read a sentence frame, pressed an onset button, and 600 msecs

later,a word appeared on the screen. The subject was asked co decide if

the word completes the sentence in a reasonable way. That is, to decide

if the sentence frame and word form an acceptable sentence--one which makes

sense. Subjects wera told that some of the sentences will describe a situa-

tion which is not the most expected one, but is still quite possible.

The sentence The old horse moved very fast was given'as an example.. They

were instructed to consider such sentences acceptable. Subjects wer

instructed to consider sentences which describe impossible ot very im-

plausible situations unacceptable. Furthermore, they were asked to make

the decision as quickly as possible.

5 5
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To insure subjects were fo11owimg the instrUctions and had criteria

of acceptability similar to each other and to the experimenter, there

were 30 practice trials, during which feedback was given. Also, after

the experimental trials the subject was given a set of sentences con

sisting of all the sentences for which his response was incorrect.and an

equal number of randomly selected sentences on %Aich thre sub.:ect had

given the correct response. The subject was asked Pa sg)rt these into

acceptable and unacceptable groups. The results showed that subjects

almost always agr'ee on which judgment is correct when there are not

time pressures.

The stimuli of interest were 20 sentence frames used in Fxperiment

II and their R and U words. For 10 uf these sentences, both the R and

U words formed an acceptable completion. (These are marked by in rhe

Appendix A.) For the 'other 10, both_rhe R and U words formed unacceptable

completions. -(Ttlese are marked by ** in Appendix A). Two measures were

checked to determine acceptability or unacceptability. The acceptable

sentences all had sentence completion ratings (as described in Chapter 3)

greater than,or equal to 3.0 (mean=3.8). The unacceptable sentences all

had sentence completion ratings less than or equal to 2.0 (mean=1.3).

Secondly, nine subjects were asked to judge e,ich sentence acceptable,

unacceptable, or cannot decide. At least seven of the nine marked each

acceptable sentence acceptable and at least seven marked each unacceptable

!-;entence. unacceptable.

Ea..h of the 24 subjects received ach of the crucial sentence frames

once, ha1f with the R word and half with the U word. In :iAdition, there

wt-re 20 filler 5;entences, :0 acceptable and 10 unacceptable. Each subject

5 6
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1,

received all of these. A different random order was used for each subject.

The apparatus and preparation of stimuli were identical to Experiment II.

Results. The original intent was to use this experimental task to

obiain information about ho w. subjects process the final word. A pattern

of results like that obtained with the lexical decision tasks was.expected.

In partiular, it was expected that the judgment would take longer when

the sentence f-ime was completed by the U words than when it was completed

by the R word. Also, a positive correlation.was expected between lexial

decision time and acceptability judgment time. However; it became clear

from subjects' comments that much more was involved in the acceptability

decision than proressin,t the final word. Many of .the crucial stimuli did

seem clearly acceptable or unacceptable in the rapid decision situa-.

tior. The reaction times were nearly twice those in the lexical decision

task and it seemed likely that the small R difference found in the

lexical decision task would be buried in the longer times,

In fact, the results (see Table 5) show no significant .fferences,

either between acceptable and unacreptabIe -sentences, min W(1,59)=1.40,

or between sentences completed by R and TJ words, min E'(1,59)=2.78, or

the interaction of these two variables, min F'1. More surprisingly,

for the 40 sentences used In both Experiments II and IV (the 20 sentence

frames, each with two different final words) reaction time in the lexical

decision task was negatively correlated with reaction time in the accep-

tability task, r -.342. The correlation was negative for both acceptable

and unacceptable ser.tences,r= -.280 and r= -.189, respectively. None of

these correlations are statistically significant, hut the fact that they

are negative is !;urprising. The 5mp1 ications of different results in the

lexical decision and acceptability tasks is discussed in the final chanter.
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Acceptable 1007(.15) 946(.08)

Unaccept'able '903(.16) 833(.08)

Table 5: Mean Reaction Timea (and Error Pro-

portions) for Experiment IV



CHAPTER 6

Summary and Inconclusions I;

55

The aim of this work was to determine what type of context facili-

-tation mechanism needs to be incorporated into information processing .

models-of skilled reading. In particular, the distinction between speci-
,

fic and general models was focused upon. Specific models claim that a

single context can facilitate recognition of only a small set of expected

words. General models claim a context can facilitate reáognition of a

large set of words, each of 'which shares semantic features with the con-

text.

Specific and general models both predict facilitation for words highly

expected on the basis of context. Experiments I and II provide strong

evidence for this effect in the lexical decision task. A small amount of

facilitation was also shown for words which were not expected but were'

related to the expected words and therefore presumably share some semantic

features with the contexts. The amount of facilitation was detrmined by

comparing reaction times for the expected (E) and related to expected (R)

words with reaction times for words that were unrelated to the expected

words (U).

Nth,
The difference between the R and U sets held even when neither word

was a reasonable completion of the sentence frame context. Clearly models

claiming facilitation occurs for only a small set of expected words cannot

account for differences among words that;are not expected. Therefore

these results support general facilitation mOdels. However, the amount of

facilitation for the R set (22 msecs in Experiment TT)was very small when

5 9
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compared to the amount of facilitation for the E set (ill msecs in

Experiment II): Therefore it is quite possible that two types of me4han

isms are operating: A. keneral facilitation mechanism which solely ac
counts far the small effect on thejt words and which combines with a

specific facilitation mechanism to cause the larger effect on the E

words. Whether just a general mechanism or both general. And specific

mechanisms are operating cannot be determined from the results of the

Experiments.

For Experiment III, it was assumed that association norms reflect

Subjects'expectations_while relatedness ratings reflect how many semanticr

features two words share. In the successive lexical dgoision task,

.specific models predict facilitation only for associated pairs,.general

,rodels predict facilitation-for all rela7.A pairs including those that
are not associated.

Unfortunately, the ...esults of Experiment III were
not clearcut. There was a significant

facilitation effect fOr the, pairs

that were both ast:ociated and-related and a small but-not statistically

iacilitation ..!ffect for the pairs that were related but not

associated. The amount of facilitation for the two sets did not differ

significantly. These resUlts do not favor either type of model over
the othe.e.

Clearly, results from ti,reshold and lexical decision studies can tell -

us something about human information processing. However, whether what
they tell us is relevant to models of skilled reading is another question.

A st;rong argument that any given phenomenon needs to be accounted for by
model of reading requires that the phenomenon be demonstrated in a

variety of tasks, each r-!sembling reading in some way. In Experiment IV,

6 0
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a sentence acceptability task was used to test the gmerality of R

Aifference found in Experiment II. This task better approximates reading

sentences than the lexical decision task, since the subject must integrate

the meaning of the final word with the rest of the sentence. This experi-

ment made it apparent that determining whether a sentence is acceptable

involves many complicated processes that are not involved in the lexical

decision task. Besides the syntactic and semantic processing necessarito

integrate the final word with the sentence frame, a criterion-of accepta-

bilitY and decision processes are required. When these additional:1)m-

cesses come into play, the small difference between R and U words,,found

in the lexical decision task is no longer discernible. No evidence has

been found that the effects obtained with the lexical decision task

generalize to the acceptability task. In fact, there is a negative

(although not significant) correlation between reaction times in the

lexieal decision and sentence acceptability tasks.

Whether or not a gfven effect can be found in a variety of experimental

tasks.that resemble reading is an important criterion for determining whether

it must be accounted fOr by models of reading. However, it is not the

only criterion. Suppose, for example, there was an effect that appeared

in a variety of tasks, but occurred'only with words having 14 letters.

Sintc smch words occur rarely, if the effect was specific to words having

14 letbers and does not tell us anything about processing other words,

.-: model of reading would not have to account for it. That is, models of
a

reading need only account for findings related to processing that would

6 1
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occur with some frequency irC'typical reading tasks. This is actually a

proportion of Variance criterion: Only those effects which determine a

reasonable proportion of the variance need to be accounted for hy.a model

of reading. However, an important question remains: The variance of

what measure? Reading time, difficulty of text, errors in oral reading

and comprehension test scoreq are some'of the possibilities. Although

an ideal model would account for all of these, at present the measure

considered depends upon the goal of-the model.

A proportion of variance criterion could lead. one as:ray in models

of reading, particularly when it is proportion of variance in 'reaction

times that is considered. For example, it is likely tha visual encoding

proCesses ,take less tiMe and contribute less to the overall variance than

parsing and combinatorial procedures. However, no 'matter how little of

the reaction time variance it accounts for, visual encoding is_a necessary

process: Reading c-)uld not occur without it. A model'-of reading must con-

tain all necessary processes.

Three criteria have been proposed to determine whether an effect needs

to be accounted for by models of reading: (1) generality of the effect

across tasks that are in some way related to reading; (2) whether the

process causing the effect is necessary_ in reading; and:(3) if it is not,

necessarywhether It determines a reasonable proport,ion,of the varf;i4nce

of some measure of reading. Consider how these criteria apply to the faci-

litation of words related to the expected words found in Experiment II. The

first criterion was not met when the results of Experiment IV did not show

a
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a comparable effect.
14

This is especially 'critical since Experiment IV

used a 'task that is mote similar te actual teading than'that used in Ex-
4

periment II. The best guess is that reading could occur without context

decreasing the time necessary to read words like those contained in the R

set. Therefore the second criterion is not met. Since even when it was

found the R - U difference was small compared to other effects, the third

criterion is not met eiEher. Therefore models of reading.do not need to'

account for this effect:. The evidence for general facilitation is not suf-

fiCiently strong to determine aspects of reading models.

Evidence that context facilitates expected words was found in Experi-

ments I and II. This effect was relatively large and therefore merits at-

tempts at replication with other tasks such as the .sentence acceptability

task. It would also be usefill to, determine the generality of other effects

found without context, stich as the word frequency effect. Whether or not

studies of individual words are relevant to "rear reading" has often been

the subject of dogmatic debate (cf. Goodman, 1971; Baron, 1976). It seems

time to treat this as an empirical question and test the generality of

findings from these studies.

One aspect of the effects of context on reading individual words that

has not been directly approached here is how the sentence frame context

itself is processed. Little is know about such processing. Ways of cir-

cumventing this lack of knowledge for the purpose of setting up experiments

have beendeveloped here. Howeyer, perhaps the attempt has'been premature

and studies of the effects of context on reading individual words should be

left until there are adequate theories of how the context is understood and

how words out of context are processed.

14
For the sake of demonstrating the application of the criteria, ac-

ceptance of the null hypothesis is assumed.
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APPENDIX A

Sgntence Frames, E, R, and U Words

from-Experiment I

60

Sentence Frame E Word R Word U Word

1. All the clothe& the mourners
wore were black white dirty

* . Fluttering by was a pretty butterfly insect leaf

*3. The barbells the strong man
lifted were very heavy light old

*4. The basketball players were
all very tall short nervous

5. The man, who didn't eat all
day was very hungry thirsty lazy

*6. The cup was placed on the table chair floor

*7. The parking lot was filled with cars trucks trash

8. He threw a rock at the house
and broke a window door dish

*9. No one at the zoo knew the
name of the strange animal dog rooster

*10. The surprise party made him
feel very happy sad tired

*11. In autum he went looking for
pretty colored leaves trees clothes

*12. It was a very dark night day room

13, On a hot summer day many ,

people go to the beach . sand theater

**14. The niagician took out his hrat
and made a'rabbit appear sec laugh

6 4
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**15. The mother fed the newborn baby diapers radio
,

*16. The tired mother gave the
dirty child a bath towel cookie

"17. On top.of the hamburger
there was melted cheese . mouse plastic

18. He boughta wall-to-wall carpet drape poster

19. The trained seal performed
a clever trick joke song

20. They baked many lOaves of bread cake clay

21. He put a clean sheet on the bed pillow ground

**22. The king of beasts is the lion roar work'

23. The sick man had only six
months to ' live *breathe pay

**24. He always forgets becSuse he
has a poor memory think speech

25. Thehikers slowly climbed up
the mountain valley stairs

26. The sad ending made many people cry tear leave

**27. Eat right for good health medicine money

28. The child was frightened, but
it was just a bad dream night picture

**29, She sewed the button on with 1

some .thread and a needle sharp heavy

30. The Atlantic is a vast Ocean water plain

\
**31. He has trouble adding.and

\

subtracting large numbers letter's weeks
\

\

32. In the crowd there were all
kinds of people places tools

33. While skiing he broke his 'leg shoe hat

34. The old horse moved very slowly fast often

6 5
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35. Almost everyone has ten

**36. There are two pints in a

fingers

quart

gloves

milk

pencils

,

recipe

**37. The orchestra played ver) pretty music noise shells

38. He sanded the wood until it was smooth hard broken

39. While the national anthem
plzys, everyone is expected to stand sit turn

40. He hit the nail with a hammer wrench book'

41. Last night there was a full moon skY party

42. He was stung by a bee flower fish

*denotes sentence frame, R and U words forming accept1e sentences.in
Experiment IV.

**denotes sentence frame, R and U words forming unacceptable sentences in
Experiment IV.
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APPENDIX B

E Set SentenceoFrames and Words

from Experiment If

1. He was so.frightened.he was white'as a

2. Three heavy bags_is more than he can
:

3. More money buys fewer products during time of

63

ghost

carry

inflation

4. Three people were killed in a terrible highway accident

5. The defendant is charged with murder

6. The heavy rains caused a massive flood

7. The baby weighed six pounds at birth

8. I can't write on the blackborad without any. chalk

9. For breakfast she wanted bacon and eggs

10. At nmn they-took a break for lunch

11. Lincoln was born in a log cabin

12. The children enjoyed the three ring circus

13. He campaigned so he would win the election

14. He can't.hear you because he is deaf

15. December is the last month of't.he year

16. The prisoners were planning how they would escape

17. To keep animals out of the garden, he put up a fence

18. He forgot to buy something, so he went back to the store

*19. The politician spoke out for law and order
%

20. A red fight is a signal to stop
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.21. The new store had a grand 'opeaing

22. To help wake up,.be needed a.cup of ,coffee

23. After being robbed, he called the
police

24. It's unlucky to walk under a

25. The lecture should last about one

ladder

hour

26. The oareless st4;ker caused a forest fire

'17. He had to wake up early to get there on rime,

28. He was luck enough to win first
prize

29. The prison sentence was onlY six
mänths

30. There.have been two world
wars

31. Some say a dog is man's best
'fiiend

32. It felt-much colder when the-tun-Was behind a cloud,

33. Because he had,a toothache, he called the. dentist

34. The old man has a long gray. beard

35. After a long wait, the package finally .
. arrived

36. The wet clothes were hung outside to dry

37. The underpaid Workers went on strike

38. When he was 65, he had to retire

39. Hawaii is the newest

40. He died of a heart

41. The over-weight man went on a

42. The minitter pronounced them man and

stare

attack,

, diet

wife,

a
The words and sentences frames for the R and U sets were the same as
as Experiment d (see Appendix A).
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APPENDIX C

'Target Words, Related Context Words

and Unrelated Context Words from Experiment III

Target Word

Related-Only Set

Related Context Word Unrelated Context Word

1. bread cake reader

1 butterfly insect glue

3. moon sky juice

pretty flower exit

5. .summer hot slize

6. swim water cic.vn

7. toMato lettuce circus

S. dream night hunt

), clove hand hut

10. mountain high desk

11. animal lion train.

,, appear see like

13. bee flower like

1.:.. cloud sky j'Fice

15. corn Vegetable clown

1-.. memory think exit
,

water,-.
circusI,. ocean

17:. quart hutmilk

19. whiskey drink desk

20. valley mountain wash

21. wings butterfly glue

--. wish dream run

night moon silce

...... open doer hunt

6 9
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Target Word

Related-and-Associated Set

Unrelated Context WordRelated Context Word

1. day night run

2. drink milk sock

3. queen king lake

4. black white zoo

5. rough smooth ten

6. sit chair word

7. tall short home

8. drink thirsty sock

9. pint quart loud

10. shower bath year

11. thread needle song

12. pepper, salt thick

13. dark ligh: year

14. blue color ten

15. cold hot word

16. wet dry zoo

17. hard soft home

18. sky blue sock

19. fast slow Lake

20. chair table loud

21. nail hammer reatlk-r

22. tiger Iion song

21. church priest train

24. glass window thick

7 0
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